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Abstract 
Slope approximation method is generally used in numerical simulation of SKM that contains channel cases with 
vertical wall. However, systemic study on the influences to the precision of SKM method by slope approximation can 
be hardly found. In order to tackle the issue, sensitivity analysis by using slope approximation method with different 
approximated angles has been conducted. The result showed that impact on the velocity distribution by the 
approximated angle is local, but disparity of the velocity distribution in main channel is obvious. It comes to the 
conclusion that slopping approximation algorithm neither solves the discontinuity at interface with vertical wall nor 
obtains accurate depth-averaged velocity and shear stress distribution in lateral direction. 
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1.  Introduction 
When applying numerical simulation of SKM, there is often a sudden change of shear stress in channel 
vertical wall facing with vertical cross-section such as the rectangular cross-section flood control main 
channel or beach land. Based on lots of two-level main channel experiments, it has been found that in 
junction of beach land and main channel, velocity and its gradient are discontinuous, and although unit 
width flow rate (q) is continuous.Knight (2004) [1] first obtained the analytical solutions under some 
special kinds of boundary conditions by SKM. After that, Liao and Knight (2007) [2] treated velocity as a 
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linear relationship between junction of main channel and beach land using empirical coefficient method, 
and they deduced empirical formula of this coefficient based on velocity data by PIV. SKM in open 
channel generally used slope approximation method to solve multi-cross section with vertical wall, which 
substitutes 90° slope for vertical wall so that rectangle shape of main channel will transform to trapezoid 
with 90°boundary slope. Using this method, Liao & Knight [3] carried out velocity distribution of V 
shape vertical wall open channel, and Caroline [4] accomplished finite element calculation of flow 
capacity in natural channel with vertical wall.However, none of them systematically analyzed how 
angular approximation worked upon the precison of the solution by SKM. In the case of SKM numerical 
simulation of two-level compound cross section channel, this essay systematically analyzed the influences 
of approximation method on the simulation results. 
2.  Numerical simulation of SKM 
SKM (Shiono & Knight Model), proposed by Shiono & Knight in 1991, is a model that based on 
compound cross section channel flow capacity. The SKM is a relatively precise model since it takes 
compound flow attribution into consideration, such as friction coefficient f, viscidity coefficient, and 
secondary flow influence factor  and so on. The governing equation of SKM is as following [5]: 
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Finite volume method (FVM) to calculate the channel flow in arbitrary shape cross-section was 
adopted in this paper. The concept of FVM is easy to understand, and can be directly explained by 
physics. As consequences of this method, the discrete equation required dependent variable integral 
calculus conservation apply to each control volume, so as to the whole computational domain. 
SKM’s governing equation (1) can also be written as following:  
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Equation (2) is a general equation with the source item(S), attenuation term (attenuation coefficient is 
E), and diffusion item(diffusion coefficient is D), with dependent variable Ud2, its departure process is as 
following:  
Integrating Equ(2) along Y axis can produce the following eqution 
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of FVM 
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The computational domain can be divided into finite control unite( Fig.1), where equation(4) can be 
adopt. 
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Each item in equation (5) is approciated to: 
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In which, the item with overline means the average value in the control volume, which can be standed 
by the node P. Subtituting the approximation above into equation(5) to get 
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Setting 2
dUT 
, the discreted form of equation(8) is 
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Equation(10) can be simplified to   0 SCTATATA EEPPWW                       (11) 
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we is provided by equation(7),  Dw, De are the values on interface in control volume, which can be 
represented by the values of the neighbouring nodes. 
Equation (11) is the discreted form of SKM adopted finite volume method, which is a linear equation 
combine the boundary conditions of channel cross section, and can be solved by TDMA or SOR method 
which is adopt in this study. 
3.  The influences of the slope approximation method to the precision of SKM 
3.1.  Boundary condition treatment 
As to 2-level complex cross section channel (Fig.2), the discrted eqution can be solved by discreating 
the boundary conditions (Eqs.(12) and (13))of cross section directly into Eq.(14) and it is not necessary to 
separate the main channel and swale into two regions.  
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Approximate algorithm is being generally used, because it is impossible to achieve in the numerical 
calculation with two different altitudes in the same point at the interface between the main channel and 
beach land divided by the erect wall (see Fig. 3). In this method, the erect wall is represented by a slope 
approachint to but not 90°, making main channels square region into the trapezoid with boundary grade 
close to 90°, refer red as slope approximation method. To study the efficiency and utility of this 
apppoximation, this paper analyzed influences brought by different slopes, where the three parameters 
near the slope are the average of the values of the both sides of the adjacent section. 
 
α
 
a                                                                                                 b 
Fig. 2. The cross section schematic diagram of the compound channels with two stage vertical walls (a) 
Fig. 3. The schematic diagram of slope approximation method (b) 
3.2.  Analysis of the results  
The depth average velocitis and flow rates caculated by the slope approcimation method were shown 
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. by reducting the width in Fig.3 slightly and replacing the erect wall with a slope close 
to 90°, with different angles of  , i.e. 75°, 80°, 85°, 88°, 89°, 89.5°, 89.9°. 
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Fig. 4. Velocity distribution comparison of the different angles at the the interface 
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Fig. 5.  Transvers depth mean flow rate of different angles 
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The results in show that the flow rate differs when the angels change illustrated and that flow velocity 
decreases while the approximated angle increases. Although the velocity at the interface (0.32 m/s) 
calculated by this method is close to the analytic solution of SKM with =75°, it is hard to simulate flow 
structure in real two-stage compound cross-section since the inclination angel is overlarge. When  is 
89.9°, flow rate is almost zero which is far away from analytic solution of SKM[6]. As consequences, 
result of slope approximation method is not fully up to expectations, as there are great differences 
between real flow velocity and analytic solution of SKM. 
It can be also found that there is no significant change at main channel and swale while  increase, but 
there is significant fluctuation at the interface of main channel and swale, which means slope 
approximation method has partial effect, and at the interface, flow velocity distribution differs as the 
approximate angle changes. Comparing SKM analytical solution and flow rate distribution, although flow 
rate at swale fits SKM analytical solution, it differs from that at main channel, and there is a great 
fluctuation at interface of main channel and swale.  
4.  Conclusion 
In the case of SKM model’s numerical calculation of two-stage compound cross-section, this paper 
conducted the sensitive analysis of using slope approximation method with different approximated angels, 
and found out that slope approximation method has partial effect, and at the interface, flow velocity 
distribution differs as the approximate angle changes. Although flow rate at swale fits SKM analytical 
solution, it differs from that in the main channel, and their great fluctuation at the interface of main 
channel and swale. Besides, while using the slope approximation method, there is no significant change at 
main channel and swale when the slope grade increases, but there is significant fluctuation at the interface 
of main channel and swale, which means that slope approximation method has partial effect, and at the 
interface, flow velocity distribution differs as the approximate angle change. At the interface, flow rate 
decreases verging on zero while the slope grade increases, even slope grade is slight and velocity at 
interface is close to an analytic solution. The velocity distribution is seriously distorted. More research 
should be conducted to find a better way to solve this problem. 
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